NEW APPLIANCES AND THINCS MEDICAL.
(We shall be glad to receive at our Office, 28 & 29 (The Jackson Boilers, Ltd., Queen Square, Leeds.)
Hot water is a necessity in every hospital and nursing home, and any apparatus that will enable a small quantity of pure water, just at boiling point, or at any temperature that may be desired, to be obtained at any time, is a boon.
In the Jackson boiler, which is heated by gas, it is claimed that a supply of boiling water can be had at short notice, at any time of the day cr night, at small cost. In the apparatus itself, the inventor, Mr. Henry Jackson, has applied the latest scientific principles, those upon which modern steam-boilers are largely built, and those upon which the latest forme of gas-burning apparatus are based. Burners of the ordinary white-flame type are employed,, the gas being ignited when required to heat the water, by a pilot light, as with the well-known Welsbach mantle. Mr. Jackson does not believe in automatic gas-cocks turning the gas on and off as the water is drawn, but he has a very simple arrangement, by which the gas is turned on when boiling water is being drawn. The boiler is self-feeding, a specially arranged ball-valve being provided, out of reach of the hot water. The whole of the gas delivered by the burners is usefully consumed, so that there is no smell of unburnt gas coming from it. The heating portion of the boiler is arranged to give a large heating-surface, and to provide baffles, detaining the products of combustion of the gas in such a manner that the whole of the gas is consumed, and the metal in contact with the water is maintained at a "high temperature. 
